Hello Dr. Ravindra T. Borkar,

I'm excited to let you know about a new scholarship opportunity for MAHATMA GANDHI ANTARRASHTRIYA HINDI VISHWAVIDYALAYA students. Our scholarship is called "Scholarship Program for Graphic & Web Design Excellence For India", and it's designed to help many students from college with enormous student loan debt or limit their education in an attempt to control costs. Because scholarships are free money, however, students can focus on their careers instead of thinking about how they will repay loans. By removing financial barriers, scholarships make education and career goals easier to obtain.

Criteria For Scholarship:

Graphic designers who want to apply for the scholarship program, have to send us “5 variant logo design, 3 PSD Of Website Design” of our website Sprakdesign. If our team finds it impressive enough, we will award the "Rs. 34,500" scholarship to those particular designers.

Here Is A Brief List Of Our Requirements:

- University Is An Accredited Institution Of Higher Learning
- This Is Not A Design Scholarship For Interior Design, But It Is For Fine Arts, Graphic Design Arts, Visual Arts, Graphic Communications, Or Any Other Graphic Design Program.
- Cumulative Gpa Of At Least 3.9 Scale
- Should Be Permanent Resident Of The India
- There Should Be No Gap Between Bachelors And Masters Degree

- Be At Least 18 Years Of Age By The Start Of The Program.
- Have Graduated From High School Or Secondary School Or Equivalent.
- Have Successfully Completed At Least One Term Of College Or University Courses Following Graduation From High School Prior To Applying.
- Should Not Be Dropout.
- Should Be A Regular Students.
- Enrolled In A Degree-Seeking Undergraduate Or Graduate Program And Looking For Design Degree
Deadline: Submission deadline is 15 December 2018. Late submissions cannot be accepted. Results will be declared on 31st December 2018 to individual who have won the scholarship.

We would be honored if you’d be kind enough to add our award to your scholarship page

Link: Scholarship Program for Graphic & Web Design Excellence For India.

Of course, we’re here to answer any questions you may have.

Thank you,

Regards,

Hermit Chawla

Dr. Ravindra Borkar
Associate Prof./Regional Director
Directorate of Distance Education
Mahatma Gandhi Antarrashtriya Hindi Vishwavidyalaya
(Central University)
WARDHA (M.S.) 442005